Retirement crisis? Do you really need to ask?
Experts from Voya, Vanguard, Polaris Greystone, and Morningstar on the 70% income
replacement rate
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The first installment of this feature explored the perspectives of two retirement experts
who say that claims the country is facing a retirement crisis are overblown.
Frederick Vettesse, chief actuary at Morneau Shepell, has published a new book that
recommends income replacement rates substantially lower than the 70 to 80 percent rule
of thumb routinely recommended by retirement experts.
That rule of thumb is unnecessarily high, and unrealistic for most investors, argues
Vettesse.
Andrew Biggs, an economist with the American Enterprise Institute, has been studying
Social Security and retirement issues for more than two decades.
He, too, questions the necessity of the 70 percent rule of thumb, and while he does not
recommend throwing the baby out with the bathwater, he does say the conventional
wisdom needs further examination. Biggs also questions whether the country is indeed
facing a retirement crisis and fears politicians will use the fear of an impending crisis as
reason to expand Social Security benefits.
Vettesse and Biggs were both critical of recent research from Fidelity, which
recommends plan participants save 15 percent of earnings annually, in order to ultimately
accrue a savings nest egg worth 10 times their highest salary.
Below are some reactions to those criticisms from various levels of industry, and some
perspective on what value recommended replacement rates have for retirement savers.
Room for improvement
Charlie Nelson, CEO of retirement at Voya Financial, says industry has come a long way
in improving savings estimates for plan participants.
But much work remains, said Nelson.

He points to the country’s declined overall savings rate—what is now 5 percent used to
be 17 percent—and data from the Employee Benefits Research Institute that shows that
60 percent of 401(k) participants have less than $25,000 in savings.
And fewer than half of workers have tried to estimate what they will need in savings to
survive retirement comfortably.
“Establishing personalized savings rates is going to be a necessary tool going forward,”
said Nelson. “Everyone is going to have personalized needs, and that’s why we think
advisors are going to play an even more important role.”
In Nelson’s thinking, there is simply too much data showing savings shortfalls—not to
mention the massive gap in access to workplace plans—to suggest the nation isn’t facing
a retirement crisis.
“These types of broad statements don’t help much,” he said.
Setting a 70 percent income replacement rate is not at all overblown, says Nelson. In fact,
it may be the easiest way to understand an individual’s state of readiness.
“It’s not all that complicated to figure out,” says Nelson. “For most, it means you need to
be saving between 10 and 15 percent of salary.”
Asymmetric risk
Steve Utkus, principal in Vanguard’s Center for Retirement Research, says the question
of retirement savings rates presents an “asymmetric” risk.
Save too much, and the risk is relatively benign. Save too little, the risk could be
catastrophic.
Critics of a 70 percent replacement rate rule rely on convenient assumptions, said Utkus.
First and foremost, they assume steady investment returns and fail to consider the
turbulence in labor markets that affect even higher earners throughout their working
careers.
They also underestimate the headwind of future health care inflation—estimates that
inflation will affect workers’ out of pocket costs more than retirees’ are simply “flat
wrong,” according to Utkus.
Then there is the question of Social Security and Medicare solvency. In questioning
industry’s high replacement rates, both Vettesse and Biggs point to the safety nets’
productivity in replacing income, particularly for lower earners.

But Utkus worries taxpayers are going to have to “pony” up for those benefits going
forward, potentially increasing savers’ future retirement costs.
“The reality is there is a lot of uncertainty that sound retirement planning has to hedge
against,” said Utkus. “What would you rather have? Financial security at 55, or to realize
you’re not going to have enough for retirement too late?”
Utkus said Vanguard’s recommended savings rates are comparable to Fidelity’s, and both
firms’ research on retirement consumption costs are in line with data from EBRI and the
Boston College Center for Retirement Research.
A 100 percent replacement rate
Jeff Powell is proud is of the RIA advisory firm he built from virtually nothing.
For all of his talents, he doesn’t claim to have a crystal ball.
“Unfortunately, no one has an expiration date on their birth certificate,” says
Powell, CEO of Polaris Greystone Financial Group, a San Rafael, California-based
RIA with nearly $1 billion under advisement.
“I’m a fiduciary. I can’t have that conversation with my clients that says ‘sorry, I
was wrong and you didn’t save enough’,” Powell said.
He calls inflation the “silent killer” when it comes to adequate retirement
preparation, and he scoffs at the suggestion that a 50 percent income replacement
rate would suffice for anyone but the wealthiest.
“As a fiduciary, if we are not at a 70 percent replacement rate or greater, then we
are genuinely concerned,” said Powell. “If I were to set a 50 percent replacement
rate for a typical client, I would not be maintaining my fiduciary responsibility.”
In his practice, Powell says clients direct the conversation on what they need and
expect in retirement, and not the other way around.
When possible, he and his team will set a 100 percent income replacement rate for
clients.
“A lot of our clients aren’t just trying to maintain in retirement, they are looking to
live the fullest life possible,” he explained.
“And nearly all of them express clearly that they don’t want to end up being a
burden on their families,” he added.
Personal consumption habits

David Blanchett, head of retirement research at Morningstar Investment Management,
has spent a good amount of time analyzing the 70 percent replacement rate.
In fact, his paper, Estimating the True Cost of Retirement, has been awarded for
advancing the conversation on this vital issue.
Blanchett’s research found that a 70 percent replacement rate may indeed be
unnecessarily high for some Americans, many of whom may need as much as 50 percent
less, a number closer in line to Vettesse’s recommendations.
But Blanchett is hardly dismissive of the 70 percent rule of thumb.
“I think 70 to 80 percent is an excellent starting place, but it’s obviously a rule of thumb,”
Blanchett said in an email. “Every household is different based on how their consumption
is going to change at retirement.”
His data shows that retirees’ consumption increases toward the end of retirement relative
to the beginning of retirement.
But even if some will not need to replace 70 percent of income to retire comfortably—
Blanchett’s in-depth paper includes analysis of pre-tax and post-tax consumption
expenditures as a percentage of income—that does not mean Americans are saving
enough.
And he finds the suggestion that industry is overstating replacement rates to increase fees
on investment revenue “troubling, to say the least.”
“That idea somehow suggests we want people to save more than they need to,” said
Blanchett. “In reality, people aren’t saving enough for retirement, especially if you
compare data from other developed countries.”
Blanchett added, “the implication that the industry is trying to somehow make more
money by using a higher replacement rate just doesn’t hold up.”

